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Have you ever wondered how women like Bettie Page, Pamela Anderson, Anna Nicole Smith and

Marilyn Monroe became pinup icons? Maybe you want to follow in their footsteps?Perhaps you just

admire their unique sex appeal and beauty? "The Naked Truth About A Pinup Model" is told

firsthand by Playboy Playmate Devin DeVasquez.Devin Knows what being a pinup is all about and

will share her insightful secrets about the world of this exclusive elite group of women. Find out what

is real and get the answers to the questions you've always wanted to know about a pinup model.

Learn how she became the seductive creature that she is known to be and how to make a lucrative

career from baring it all.
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Devin Devasquez has stared in a few of Andy Sidaris's very steamy action packed films, having a

collection of all his films along with his book "Bullets Bombs and Babes". This latest book about

Devin is a nice behind the scenes look inside the movie business and her life as well as working

with Andy Sidaris in her own words.



With honesty, Devin Devasquez shares her own personal journey as a pinup model in an attempt to

englighten, inform and inspire other women. She goes the extra mile of sharing many details

(always with class) so as to make her points even more clear. Highly recommend it.

I don't really think it's that's relevant to today's pin up. The writing was very wish washy and I found

it to be a bit vague. Overall it was OK but I wouldn't say to someone "that they must read it!".

If you are a Devin fan, the book is interesting and a decent read. That would be the reason to buy it.

The reason not to buy it would be that it is a small book with tiny, grainy, black-and-white photos. To

me this is kind of inexplicable considering the subject matter and the author. Really a shame.

I've read Devin's Devasquez book "The Naked Truth About A Pinup Model" very happily

twice..Even though I don't ever inspire to become a pinup up model at all..What I loved about this

book is the fact that Devin..Gives you the truth about what it takes to make it in the modeling world.

This is a great guide for women and girls of all ages around the world..You learn to be comfortable

with your sexuality and basically inside of your own skin..Never settling for less than what you

deserve, even if you've had a very abusive childhood..(which I've had) You also learn some great

ideas how to become stable financially and not rely solely upon your beauty..I'm a full figured

beautiful woman with a nice body I am told, and I'm losing weight slowly to get down to the size that

I feel comfortable with..I must tell you that Devin's book made me feel so great about myself even at

my current weight..More than I thought it would, because of the way the media and press has

summed up what a pinup model is..Someone much more prettier than you with a better body, but

after reading this book.. I no longer feel this way at all.. I even played dress up and took some great

pictures of myself.. Something that I haven't done in years..So I urge every woman to buy and read

this book..Give it as a gift to your girlfriends and sisters..By doing so will cause more women in the

world to feel better about themselves..Something of which there's so very little of in today's society!
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